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Ever since the class of paracompact spaces were introduced by DIEU- 
DONNA (see [3]) they have proven to be very useful. They contain the 
compact spaces and metric spaces a1s special cases. They are also concrete 
enough to permit substantial theories to be developed. (Throughout the 
text our terminology is that found in [l 11). 
C. H. DOWKER (see [4]) and M. KAT~TOV (see [S]) generalized the notion 
by introducing the class of countably paracompact spaces. A topological 
space X is said to be countably paracompact if every countable open covering 
of X has a locally finite open refinement. Such spaces which are either 
normal or collectionwise normal have been shown to be useful, for example, 
in homotopy theory. 
No one need say much about the importance of normal spaces. For 
example, they are useful for dimension theory and for the extension of 
mappings. It has now been found that one cannot omit collectionwise 
normality when discussing metrization theory or extension theory of 
mappings. Hence the definition of KAT~TOV (see [7]) that a topological 
space X is strongly normal if it is countably paracompact and collectionwise 
normal. 
In [13], a subset X of a topological space X was said to be P-embedded 
in X if every continuous pseudometric on S can be extended to a continuous 
pseudometric on X. It was then shown that a space is collectionwise normal 
if and only if every closed subset is P-embedded (see [13]). Here we define 
the new notion of a subspace being strongly P-embedded. 
DEFINITION 1. A non-empty subset S of a topological space X is 
strongly P-embedded in X if every a-locally finite open cover of S has a 
refinement that can be extended to a locally finite cozero-set cover of X. 
It is clear that a strongly P-embedded subset is always P-embedded. 
It follows also that compact subsets of Tychonoff spaces are strongly 
P-embedded since in such spaces compact sets and closed sets are com- 
pletely separated. 
At first glance it appears that the concept “strongly P-embedded” is 
“too close” to the concept of “P-embedded” to be useful. However, the 
facts are that “strongly P-embedding” is to “strongly normal spaces” 
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as “P-embedding” is to “collectionwise normal spaces” as “C- (or C*-) 
embedding” is to “normal spaces”. Moreover using the result of [13] it 
will follow as a corollary of Theorem 3, that the concept of “strongly 
P-embedded” is definitely stronger than P-embedding. 
Motivated by the definition of strongly P-embedded subspaces we define 
the notion of a strongly C-embedded subspace. 
DEFINITION 2. Let S be a non-empty subset of a topological space X. 
The subset S is strongly C-embedded in X if every countable open cover 
of S has a refinement that can be extended to a locally finite cozero-set 
cover of X. 
Note that % is a countable o-locally Jinite open cpver if and only if % 
is a countable open cover. Thus S is strongly C-embedded in X if and only if 
every countable o-locallyjnite open cover has a rejnement that can be extended 
to a locally Jinite coxero set cover of X. Consequently every strongly P- 
embedded subset is also strongly C-embedded. A strongly C-embedded 
subset is also C-embedded. 
In [a], DOWKER proved the following result: A Hausdorff topological 
space X is countably paracompact and normal if and only if the product 
space X x 1 is normal, where I is the closed unit interval, if and only if 
X x Y is normal for any compact metric space Y. Later, in [5], he showed 
that normality in this theorem could be replaced by collectionwise 
normality. 
This result brought Dowker to make an interesting conjecture : Is every 
normal Hausdorff spaoa countably paracompact? This conjecture had 
been one of the most difficult problems facing set theoretical topology 
for almost twenty years. It has recently been resolved by M. E. RUDIN 
in [12] where she exhibits a collectionwise normal (and therefore normal) 
Hausdorff space which is not countably paracompact. 
Before stating our results the following theorems are needed in the 
proofs of our results. They are fundamental in this study and consequently 
we state them here for completeness. The first is due to K. MORITA 
(see [IO]). 
THEOREM 1. Every o-locally finite open cover of a countably para- 
compact normal space is norrnul. 
The following result is due to A. H. STONE (see [14]) and to E. MICHAEL 
(see [9]) as denoted by MORITA in [IO]. 
THEOREM 2. An open cover of a topological space is a normal open 
cover if and only if it has a locally Jinite cozero-set rejkement. 
Let us now consider strongly normal spaces and normal countably 
paracompact spaces in the following way. Note that we are not assuming 
that X is a Hausdorff space. The concepts of strongly P-embedding and 
strongly C-embedding imply P-embedding and C-embedding, respectively. 
Some consideration of the converse implications may be obtained. 
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THEOREM 3. If S is a non-empty subspace of a topological space X 
then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) The subspace S is countably paracompact, normal, and C-embedded 
in X. 
(2) The subspace S is strongly C-embedded in X. 
Moreover, if in (l), it is assumed that S is also P-embedded in X, then 
this is equivalent to, 
(2’) The subspace S is strongly P-embedded in X. 
PROOF. The statement (1) implies (2) follows from Theorems 1 and 2 
and from the fact that refinements of C-embedded subsets extend to 
locally finite cozero-set covers on the whole space (see [13]). Moreover, 
a subset S of a topological space X is P-embedded in X if and only if 
every locally finite cozero-set cover of S has a refinement that can be 
extended to a locally finite cozero-set cover of X (see [ 131). 
Now assume that S is strongly C-embedded in X. By our discussion 
above, S is C-embedded in X. Let +Z be a countable open cover of S. 
By statement (2) there is a locally finite cozero set cover V of X whose 
trace on S refines a. Consequently S is countably paracompact and also 
normal. The latter follows from the fact that in [13] it was shown that a 
space is normal if and only if every countably locally finite open cover 
of the space has a countable cozero-set refinement. Hence (2) is equivalent 
to (1). If it is assumed that S is strongly P-embedded in X, then S is 
P-embedded and therefore (1) holds. 
COROLLARY 1. For any topological space X the following statements are 
equivalent : 
(1) The space is countably paracmpact and normal. 
(2) Every closed subspace is strongly C-embedded in the space X. 
PROOF. Closed subsets of normal spaces are always C-embedded. 
Consequently under the assumption of statement (l), statement (2) follows 
from the theorem. 
COROLLARY 2. If X is any topological space then the following statements 
are equivalent : 
(1) The space X is strongly normal. 
(2) Every closed subset of X is strongly P-embedded in X. 
PROOF. Closed subsets of collectionwise normal spaces are always 
P-embedded (see [13]). 
COROLLARY 3. A Tl-space N is countably paracompact and normal if 
and only if it is strongly C-embedded in its Hewitt realcompacti$cation. 
Moreover, if the cardinality of N is non-measurable then X is countably 
paracompact and normal if and only if it is strongly P-embedded in X. 
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PROOF. Dense C-embedded subsets of non-measurable cardinality are 
also P-embedded (see [13]). 
Thus restating Dowker’s result, one has that the product of a compact 
metric space with any strongly C-embedded subset is a normal space, 
whereas the product of a compact metric space with a strongly P-embedded 
subset is collectionwise normal. 
In [l] the authors introduced the notion of a strongly countably para- 
compact subspace of a topological space (X, r). Basically here the moti- 
vation was to look at covers of the subspace where the open sets in the 
cover and in the refinement are taken from the topology r. It was shown 
there that for closed subsets of a normal space, the notions of countable 
paracompactness and strong countable paracompactness are equivalent. 
For closed subsets of normal spaces these notions are equivalent to the 
subset being strongly C-embedded. If in addition the space is collectionwise 
normal, then all of the above notions are equivalent to closed subsets 
being strongly P-embedded in the topological space. 
COROLLARY 4. If S is a closed non-empty subset of a normal topological 
space X, then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) The subset is countably paracompact. 
(2) The subset is strongly C-embedded in X. 
(3) The subset is strongly countably paracompact. 
Moreover, if X is assumed to be collectionwise normal then the above also 
are equivalent to: 
(4) The subset is strongly P-embedded in X. 
Now the Tychonoff plank, T, is a countably paracompact P-embedded 
subset in VT = PT. Since T is not normal, T is neither strongly C-embedded 
nor strongly P-embedded in /IT. Another example is the collectionwise 
normal Hausdorff space Y, in [12], that is not countably paracompact. 
Since Y is collectionwise normal every closed subset is P-embedded (and 
therefore C-embedded). Consequently, there must be some closed subsets 
of Y which are not strongly C-embedded in Y and some which are not 
strongly P-embedded in Y. Thus a C-embedded subset need not be 
strongly C-embedded nor need a P-embedded subset be strongly P- 
embedded. On the other hand an example of a countably paracompact 
normal space which is not collectionwise normal will show there are 
strongly C-embedded subsets which are not strongly P-embedded and 
some which are not P-embedded. Such an example of a Hausdorff space 
which is countably paracompact, normal but not collectionwise normal 
has been given by R. H. BING in [2]. 
Proceeding with our endeavors we can give some “covering” charac- 
terizations of spaces that are either countably paracompact or countably 
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paracompact and normal. DOWKER [4] and MANSFIELD [S] have demon- 
strated several characterizations for countably paracompact and countably 
paracompact normal spaces that put weakened conditions on the re- 
finement. Our results are interesting because they for the first time make 
use of the requirements o-locally finite, o-discrete, and a-star finite on 
the original cover. 
However, before giving them we make a general remark concerning 
the cardinality of a cover and its refinement. If S is any subspace of a 
topological space X, then the cardinality of any locally finite open cover 
of X whose trace on S refines some other open cover C?Z of S can be chosen 
to be the same cardinality as that of @ and still remain locally finite. 
In other words, if V is a locally finite open cover of X and if V/S refines 
an open cover % of S then the same indexing set may be used for both 
covers %! and Y. 
THEOREM 4. For any topological space X the following statements are 
equivalent : 
(1) The space X is countably paracompact. 
(2) Every a-locally Jinite (respectively, o-star-$&e, respectively, c- 
discrete) open cover of X has a locally $nite open rejnement. 
PROOF. To show that (1) implies (2), let a’= lJseN %Y% be a a-locally 
finite open cover of X where each an = ( U~)a61,, is a locally finite family. 
For each n in N, let U, = Uaeln Uz. Then a* = ( Un),,N is a countable 
open cover. Let V* = (V,),,, be a locally finite open refinement and let 
the indexing set M be defined by {(n, LY): nEQ; (Y E In>. For each (n, CG) 
in the indexing set M define Vtn,aj to be V, n UE. The family 
v-= v,,cT,) h.abM is a locally finite open cover of X that refines B. The 
other cases follow in an obvious manner. 
To show (2) implies (1) observe that countable open cover satisfies 
any of the hypothesis. 
If in Theorem 4, we add the additional assumption that X be a normal 
space, we have some characterizations of the class of normal spaces which 
are also countably paracompact. Thus we have as a corollary to Theorem 4 
the following statement. 
COROLLARY. If X is a normal topological space then the following 
statements are equivalent : 
(1) The space is countably paracompact. 
(2) Every u-discrete open cover of X has a point finite (respectively, 
closure preserving, respectively, cushioned) open rejlnement. 
(3) Every o-star Jinite open cover of X bus a closure preserving open 
refinement. 
(4) Every a-discrete open cover of N has a cushioned resnement. 
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To prove (2) irqlies (1) we use [4, Theorem 21. The implication (4) 
implies (1) follows from [15]. All other implications are immediate from 
Theorem 4 or from observation. 
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